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ABOUT PROJECT
PRESFUL
Project PRESFUL was initiated in June 2020 as part of a Global Design
Challenge to bring sports back more sustainable. It aims at protecting,
respecting, and fulfilling the human rights of all involved in the delivery
of physical education, physical activity and sport.
Sport faces ongoing (legal) challenges in terms of discrimination,
athletes rights or its overall social responsibilities. Almost all human
rights due diligence legislation is based on the UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights (UNGPs). As such, their function is primarily
diagnostic. This project builds on research from different sports and
different countries to capture the most recurring contextual factors to
establish a sports human rights toolkit for organizations that are
interested in developing human rights due diligence.
A holistic human rights assessment cycle would be vital to regain the
trust of fans, civil society and all relevant stakeholders in the field to
shape a more sustainable sport for everyone.

ABOUT THIS
REPORT
Following two months of systematic research into the intersections
between sport and human rights, this report provides a brief and
comprehensive overview of the main findings from seven different
modules.
The document lays out the current challenges, developments and
priorities to effectively embed human rights policies within sporting
organizations and as part of a larger and coherent framework.
In line with the UNGPs, which guide States and companies in order to
prevent, address and remedy human rights abuses as well as the
assumption of social responsibility as an important principle of action in
sports, an approach specifically designed for the respect for human
rights and the respect for all is proposed.
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PROJECT PRESFUL

HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
STATUS QUO OF HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES,
RISKS ANALYSES AND STRATEGIES IN
SPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

The main barriers to
addressing human rights in
(sporting) organizations are
lack of understanding of
responsibilities, lack of
resources, and lack of training
and education for all
employees. There is yet no
binding policy needed which
results in rather light
commitment.

FIFA's human rights policy,
based on the UN Guiding
Principles for Business and
Human Rights, was a first for
an international sport
federation in 2017. Other
federations such as the IOC
and the Commonwealth
Games federation begun to
integrate human rights into
the bidding criteria for major
sporting events.

More clarity is needed in sportrelated human rights
assessment, especially with
regards to the responsible
actors and affected
stakeholders. A more effective
and tangible use of the
existing disciplinary
procedures and sanctioning
systems must be aligned with
a holistic human rights due
diligence.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

International law is an
agreement of states and is
therefore only addressed to
states, not to individuals or
companies. Every treaty-state
needs to transform the
international treaty into a – for
individuals - legally binding
law. Missing exterritorial stateobligations lead to “holes” in
human rights protection.

A familiarization of the sports
sector with the broad content
of human rights and the
available resources for policybuilding and risks analyses, e.g.
through establishing a
roadmap for sporting
organisations to evaluate the
concrete risks of severe human
rights impacts, and the nature
within the context of the
sports industry.

UN Guiding Principle 16:
As the basis for embedding
their responsibility to respect
human rights, business
enterprises should express
their commitment to meet
this responsibility through a
statement of policy.
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PROCUREMENT STRATEGY
STATUS QUO OF SUSTAINABLE
PROCUREMENT (OR ‘SOURCING’)

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

Environmental objectives have
not yet been integrated in EU
Sports policy. Without effective
regulations, a lack of resources
and excessive hierarchies
among European institutions,
the collective implementation
of environmental and
sustainable objectives seems
distant,

Sustainable supply chain
guidelines and sustainable
sourcing codes have been
created and published by the
major sporting federations for
the respecive sporting events.
The focus on sustainability has
shifted to the benefits and
necessity rather than the
drawbacks.

Urge sporting organizations to
comply with international
minimum requirements in
purchasing, e.g. set out in the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI).
A systematic change of the
supply chain logic requires
credible commitment from
different stakeholders in the
sports industry. Fair play is an
on and off the pitch principle,

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

There is yet no clear
international or European
definition of what
“sustainability” and close terms
used in the sporting context,
such as “eco-responsible
event” mean. EU Standards are
advanced concerning national
public contracting authorities,
but this directive rarely affects
sporting organisations.

Increasing stakeholder
pressure or expectation for the
sporting sector to adopt
sustainable procurement
strategies. Without regulative
frameworks, more sector-wide
business initiatives in the field
of sports and sustainable
procurement are needed,
promoted e.g. through NGOs
and apparel brands.

UN Guiding Principle 17:
In order to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how
they address their adverse
human rights impacts,
business enterprises should
carry out human rights due
diligence.
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ATHLETE RIGHTS

STATUS QUO OF ATHLETE RIGHTS IN
SPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

There are considerable
cultural and institutional
barriers which put the
protection of athlete rights
under threat. This adds onto
grievance mechanisms which
are either ineffective or
unenforceable by law. Most
Court arbitrators lack human
rights expertise and this poses
costraints to the delivery of
effective remedies for athletes.

The Athletes’ Rights and
Responsibilities Declaration
(Athletes’ Declaration) was
adopted by the IOC in 2018.
This document outlines 12
different athlete rights and it
involves a 20-person Steering
Committee of athlete
representatives, including one
from the Paralympic
Committee.

Define a share understanding
of why athlete rights and
general human rights intersect
in a variety of ways.
It is important that political
actors and stakeholders from
the sporting sector act to
increase focus on the human
rights of athletes and facilitate
the application of the law, e.g.
through access to remedy.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

Binding regulations for the
Court of Arbitration for Sports
(CAS) contain a nondiscrimination-clause, but
most of them do not include
the full range of human rights.
This leads to cases of
inconsistent application of
athlete rights norms and
standards to disputes before
the CAS.

Reinforcing the collaboration
between independent athlete
groups across different sports
and countries. The
mobilization of athletes
advocating for their rights
needs to be supported by
formal commitment from
sporting organizations.

UN Guiding Principle 17:
In order to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how
they address their adverse
human rights impacts,
business enterprises should
carry out human rights due
diligence.
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CHILD RIGHTS

STATUS QUO OF CHILDREN RIGHTS IN
SPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

Sport can provide an
environment suited to child
abusers both in physical and
psychological terms. Several
cases have highlighted the
lack of immediate
interventions to prosecute
individuals. This relates to the
lack of commitment from
sporting organisations and
scarcity of mechanism to deal
with complaints of abuse.

In 2018, the United Nations
Children's Fund and the Japan
Committee for UNICEF
published The "Children's
Rights in Sport Principles". This
document provides guidelines,
comprising of 10 principles,
that sports organisations and
corporations should observe to
protect the rights of children
under 18.

Obligatory child protection
awareness training for
coaches, staff and other
employees, and effective
licensing systems through
criminal background checks
and psychological evaluation.
These procedures should be
integrated with
monitoring/reporting/remedy
mechanisms and policies
targeted at children’s rights.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

States are the addressees of
international human rights
documents, as the UN
Convention of the Rights of
the Child. In legal terms,
sporting organisations do not
have an obligation to fulfill
those duties. Holding a state
accountable for misbehaviour
of a sporting organisation
based in that country implies
several controversies.

Children’s rights require
targeted interventions due to
young people’s different
needs, capacities and
vulnerabilities.
This asks for special training,
financial investment and the
sharing of best practices
between organizations that
deploy a working child policy.

UN Guiding Principle 17:
In order to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how
they address their adverse
human rights impacts,
business enterprises should
carry out human rights due
diligence.
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WHISTLEBLOWING

STATUS QUO OF APPROACHING HUMAN
RIGHTS INFORMANTS IN SPORTS

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

Esprit de corps, roughly
meaning team spirit is a key
component in all team sports.
Camaraderie can produce a
culture of silence, where
teammates turn a blind eye to
unethical practices for the
perceived good of the
collective. Furthermore,
whistleblower protection
mechanisms are not sufficient.

Sporting organizations are in
discussions to detail a holistic
response system for handling
athlete/whistle-blower
concerns and complaints, with
reporting and referral
mechanisms and a neutral
resolution mechanism.

Destigmatize the role of
whistleblowers as traitors by
highlighting their value and by
encouraging everybody to
become one through
education and training.
Anonymous and secure
channels should be
implemented to offer
complete whistleblower
anonymity if desired.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

Individuals working in foreign
countries for companies based
in their home jurisdiction may
encounter difficulties in
obtaining legal protection
under the whistleblowing law
in their home jurisdiction. This
status often applies to the
stakeholders in the
international sporting
environment.

Whistleblowing authorities
should be autonomous units
that are independent of
political components of the
sporting organisation. They
need to be equipped with
sufficient resources and the
mandate to ensure
independent reporting and
oversight mechanisms in order
that complaints can be filed
without fear of reprisal.

UN Guiding Principle 17:
In order to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how
they address their adverse
human rights impacts,
business enterprises should
carry out human rights due
diligence.
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DISCRIMINATION

STATUS QUO OF ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
POLICIES IN SPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

Underrepresentation of the socalled minorities steers
discrimination within sport
bodies. In addition, lack of
attention, media coverage and
financial interests perpetuate
inequalities in sport.
Individuals may suffer from
isolation and scarcity of peersupport, and, in turn, they may
be discouraged to report any
violation.

NGOs, civil society movements
and European initiatives play
an important role in
pressuring sport bodies to
guarantee the
implementation of antidiscrimination policies. The
Erasmus+ programme (20142020) tackles cross-border
threats to the integrity of sport
(including action against
violence and discrimination).

Sport organizations must
further develop policy
commitment to ensure nondiscrimination of all kinds.
There is need to clarify which
designated body and
institutions, both at the
national and international
levels, are responsible for
intervening and passing
judgement on discrimination.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

Anti-discrimination standards
are missed in the applicable
sporting regulations of the
CAS. This also relates to the
lack of a global and binding
consensus on a consistent and
comprehensive approach
against human rights abuses
in sport.

Representation of
underrepresented groups
must grow in all
organizational functions. It is
therefore necessary to increase
media coverage on current
issues and developments, to
credibly collaborate with
sponsors, and to responsibly
integrate fan groups and clubs
in the discussion against
discrimination.

UN Guiding Principle 17:
In order to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how
they address their adverse
human rights impacts,
business enterprises should
carry out human rights due
diligence.
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REPORTING & REMEDY
STATUS QUO OF WORKING MONITORING
AND REPORTING PROCESS OF HUMAN
RIGHTS
01 Obstacles

02 Progress

03 Priorities

Comprehensive, effective and
rights-based responses to
abuse, both preventative and
remedial, are not yet in place
in the majority of sporting
organizations. A structural
challenge also arises from the
missing human rights
standards and expertise at the
CAS.

It has been recognized that
establishing dialogue between
specialists of human right
protection mechanisms
(e.g.the European Court of
Human Rights), respectively
State justice systems and
specialists of the sports
arbitration mechanisms (the
CAS) is essential.

Clarification over the
responsibility of dispute
resolutions and the provision
of remedy with regards to the
sporting bodies and
respectively the judicial
authorities. Testing of best
practice human rights
monitoring and reporting
templates.

04 Jurisdiction

05 Needs

06 Link to UNGPs

The inconsistent application of
international human rights
norms and standards to
disputes before the CAS poses
a serious challenge to access
effective remedies for athletes
and other sporting actors
whose human rights are
alleged to have been violated.

A fair sport for all also means a
fair legal system for all
involved, with independent
disciplinary bodies in sporting
organizations and legal aid
and support if needed. Explicit
reference needs to be given to
international human rights
treaties and standards.

UN Guiding Principle 22:
Where business enterprises
identify that they have caused
or contributed to adverse
impacts, they should provide
for or cooperate in their
remediation through
legitimate processes.

are not
optional.

www.presful.org
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